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Transient modes of zeolite surface growth from 3D
gel-like islands to 2D single layers
Manjesh Kumar1, Madhuresh K. Choudhary1 & Jeffrey D. Rimer 1

Zeolite crystallization occurs by multifaceted processes involving molecule attachment and

nonclassical pathways governed by the addition of amorphous precursors. Here, we use

scanning probe microscopy to monitor zeolite LTA crystallization in situ with a spatio-

temporal resolution that captures dynamic processes in real time. We report a distinctive

pathway involving the formation of gel-like islands from supersaturated solutions comprised

of (alumino)silicate molecules. Three-dimensional assembly and evolution of these islands

constitutes a unique mode of growth that differs from classical theories. Time-resolved

imaging also reveals that growth can occur by (nearly) oriented attachment. At later stages of

crystallization, a progressive transition to lower supersaturation shifts growth to a layered

mechanism involving two-dimensional nucleation and spreading of layers. Here, we show

that LTA crystallization occurs by multiple pathways, thereby reconciling putative hypotheses

of growth mechanisms while also highlighting new modes of nonclassical crystallization that

may prove relevant to other zeolites and related materials.
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Identifying pathway(s) of crystallization is critical to under-
standing, and ultimately controlling, the formation of natural1,
synthetic2, or biological3 materials. It is increasingly evident

that many crystalline materials exhibit nonclassical mechanisms
involving the assembly and attachment of precursors that
range in complexity from oligomers and liquid-like droplets to
amorphous particles and small crystallites4. Examples
include biominerals5, metals6, and metal oxides7, as well as
microporous zeolites that grow from diverse precursors8 and by
complex pathways involving monomer addition9,10, particle
attachment11–13, and gel-to-crystal transformations14,15.
Knowledge of zeolite crystallization is derived predominantly
from ex situ studies that are insufficient to elucidate the
mechanism(s) of growth. In this study, we focus on LTA (or
zeolite A), which is a three-dimensional small-pore (0.42-nm)
zeolite. Conventional synthesis of LTA results in a high-
aluminum content (Si/Al= 1.0) that is ideal for adsorption and
ion exchange16, whereas high-silica LTA (Si/Al > 10) has
garnered interest as a catalyst owing to recent findings17 that
Cu-exchanged LTA possesses unique properties for the selective
catalytic reduction of NOx. Hypotheses of LTA crystallization
derived from spectroscopy18,19, microscopy20,21, and molecular
simulations22,23 postulate diverse pathways that include gel
transformations24, precursor agglomeration and densification25,
and the attachment of composite building units (CBUs)26,27. Such
broad disparity of pathways underscores the need to reconcile the
mode(s) of LTA crystallization over a range of synthesis
conditions.

Herein, we use atomic force microscopy (AFM) to track the
dynamics of LTA (100) surface growth. The growth media used
for this study are the supernatants of a reported synthesis
mixture28 after preheating for periodic times to generate a range
of supersaturation with respect to silica. In situ AFM measure-
ments at two different temperatures (35 and 45 °C) and variable

supersaturation reveal multiple modes of growth that range from
classical molecule-by-molecule addition to nonclassical pathways
that, to our knowledge, have not been previously reported for
zeolite crystallization. In this study, we show that time-resolved
AFM imaging is able to capture the dynamics of these processes,
thereby offering new insight into the mechanisms of LTA growth.

Results
Preparation of growth solutions with varying supersaturation.
LTA crystals are prepared with Na+ ions as inorganic structure-
directing agents to facilitate the formation of a cubic lattice with
tetrahedral sites that are occupied by Si and Al atoms supplied
from colloidal silica and sodium aluminate, respectively. Growth
solutions are comprised of amorphous precursors containing
undissolved silica surrounded by a shell of alumina29. X-ray
diffraction (Fig. 1a) reveals the onset of nucleation within 3 h of
heating at 65 °C and the near completion of crystallization
(Fig. 1b) after ~4 h. Extraction and analysis of the supernatant
after periodic heating times confirms that supersaturated
solutions (Fig. 1c and Supplementary Table 1) have sufficient
nutrients for the nucleation and growth of cubic LTA crystals
(Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 1). Elemental analysis of the
supernatant reveals a monotonic decrease in silicon concentration
within the first 4 h of heating, followed by a gradual decrease to
the equilibrium value after 24 h (solution S24 in Fig. 1c).

Solutions S2 to S4 in Fig. 1c are used as growth solutions for
in situ measurements. A combination of small-angle X-ray
scattering (Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 2) and dynamic light
scattering shows no trace of particulates in the supernatant,
suggesting that these clear solutions (Supplementary Fig. 3) are
predominantly comprised of soluble monomers and/or small
oligomers. Prior studies have shown that (alumino)silicate
particles or sol gels in LTA growth solutions are sites for
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Fig. 1 LTA crystals and growth solutions. a Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of solid precipitate obtained after heating growth solutions at 65 °C for various
times. The LTA framework was confirmed using a reference (top pattern). b Electron micrograph of a LTA crystal after heating for 4 h at 65 °C. c Silicon
concentration in solution obtained at various times (S2–S4 are used as growth solutions for in situ AFM). Additional elemental analysis is provided in
Supplementary Table 1. d Small-angle X-ray scattering patterns of supernatant S4 and the background (water). Subtraction of the two patterns (black line)
indicates the absence of nanoparticles (see Supplementary Fig. 2 for solutions S2 and S3). e Electron micrograph of a crystal prepared by heating
supernatant S4 for 24 h at 45 °C. f AFM image of a LTA crystal surface (see also Supplementary Fig. 5) depicting a hillock with step heights of 1.2 nm,
equivalent to the unit cell (a= b= c= 1.19 nm, Pm-3m). All scale bars are equal to 200 nm
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heterogeneous nucleation24, while homogeneous nucleation has
been observed in solutions devoid of amorphous precursors30.
The clear solutions used in this study differ from those of other
zeolites, such as silicalite-1, which are predominantly suspensions
of nanoparticles (1–6 nm)31–33 that attach to crystal surfaces and
undergo structural rearrangement to incorporate into the under-
lying crystal lattice9. As we report here, LTA crystallization occurs
by an alternative mechanism.

AFM measurements at low temperature. Crystal substrates
prepared for AFM (Supplementary Fig. 4) are laden with hillocks
(Fig. 1f and Supplementary Fig. 4) consisting of layers with step
heights equal to the unit cell (Supplementary Fig. 5). The topo-
graphy of LTA surfaces is similar to other zeolites extracted from
their growth solutions at equilibrium (i.e., solubility). The
appearance of unfinished layers suggests that growth occurs by
layer advancement from the addition of monomers (or possibly
small oligomers). Upon introduction of a highly supersaturated
solution (S2) to an AFM liquid cell at room temperature, there is
no apparent change in surface topography. Once the cell is heated
at 35 °C, we observe the formation of islands (Fig. 2a) that render
faceted hillocks rough and individual layers less defined with time.

Continuous imaging in tapping mode leads to a smoothening of
crystal surfaces (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 6) owing to the
temporal reduction in island height (Fig. 2c). An enlarged
image (Fig. 2d) clearly shows a smooth region (I in Fig. 2d)
corresponding to an original scanning area and the surrounding
rough region (II in Fig. 2d) outside of the previously imaged
area. The rough region has a much broader distribution of
surface feature heights than the former (Fig. 2e and
Supplementary Fig. 7).

Elemental analysis (Supplementary Table 2) reveals that the
amorphous islands contain more aluminum (Si/Al= 0.7). Ex situ
studies of LTA crystal seeds grown in a S2 solution reveal a shift
with increased heating time to the expected composition of LTA
crystal surfaces (Si/Al= 1.1, Supplementary Table 2) along with
the re-emergence of hillocks comprised of roughened steps
(Supplementary Fig. 8). This suggests that growth occurs within
the gel in close proximity to the crystal surface, thereby creating a
growth front that advances normal to the gel–crystal interface. It is
difficult to measure the rate of layer advancement by AFM owing
to the absence of a constant baseline to accurately measure
changes in height; however, bulk crystallization at 35 °C confirms
that LTA nucleates and grows into fully crystalline cubes under
conditions that mimic the AFM liquid cell (Supplementary Fig. 8).
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Fig. 2 Three-dimensional growth of gel-like islands. a, b AFM amplitude mode images of a crystal surface at 35 °C in solution S2 (high supersaturation): a
30min after reaching the set point temperature and b after 3 h of continuous imaging. c Time-resolved height profiles of the region highlighted by the
arrow in a. d Enlarged scan area showing (I) a smooth region after 8 h of continuous imaging in tapping mode and (II) the surrounding rough region. e
Statistical analysis of feature heights in regions I and II of image d (see also Supplementary Fig. 7). f CFM approach–retract curves as a function of distance
z from substrates in solution S2 before heating (top) and after heating for 3 h (bottom). The schematics depict an AFM tip far from the surface (i) and in
contact with the surface (ii). CFM on gel interfaces yields nonlinear approach curves with characteristic force ΔF and z-height Δz’. g–i Amplitude mode
images of a crystal surface in solution S3 at 35 °C; g 30min after reaching the set point, h after 6.3 h of imaging, and i the same area after removing the
AFM tip from the surface for 30min and reimaging. j Height profiles along the dashed line in h for times 6.3 and 6.8 h (i.e., h and i, respectively). Scale bars
are equal to 500 nm unless otherwise labeled
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A reduction of island height with AFM tip rastering implies the
removal of loosely bound material from the crystal surface, which
we attribute to a unique gel-like quality of the islands. Additional
evidence is gleaned from chemical force microscopy (CFM) using
a non-functionalized cantilever in S2 growth solution. CFM
measurements prior to and after heating examine AFM tip
interactions with pristine (crystalline) and gel layers, respectively
(Supplementary Fig. 9). The approach curve for pristine surfaces
is typical of most hard substrates, whereas the nonlinear profile
on the gel layer (Fig. 2f) is similar to those produced by
elastic substrates (e.g., lipids)34,35. Nonlinear approach curves
(Supplementary Fig. 9e) have an average breakpoint force ΔF of
1.8 ± 0.6 nN and an approach distance Δz’ of 52 ± 26 nm
(Supplementary Fig. 10) that is commensurate with the height
of surface features in AFM images (Fig. 2e). Moreover, analysis of
the retraction curves reveals a higher tip–substrate adhesion force
on rough surfaces (Supplementary Fig. 9f) and a hysteresis of
approach–retraction curves, consistent with an elastic response
of gel layers. To our knowledge, this is the first observation of
nonclassical crystal growth involving molecularly dispersed
solutes forming gel-like islands on crystal surfaces.

The presence of gel-like islands is prevalent on LTA surfaces at
35 °C. This is true even at reduced supersaturation (S3) where
AFM tip-induced smoothening of crystal surfaces is observed
(Fig. 2g, h; Supplementary Fig. 11 and Supplementary Movie 1).
The latter is confirmed by removing the AFM tip from an area
after continuous scanning and reengaging after a period of time
(Fig. 2i) to show the recovery to a roughened crystal interface
(Fig. 2j and Supplementary Fig. 12). One notable difference
between gel-like islands formed from solutions of low (Fig. 2j)
and high (Fig. 2e) supersaturation is larger feature sizes at the
latter condition.

AFMmeasurements at higher temperature. AFM measurements
at higher temperature (45 °C) reveal crystal surfaces (Fig. 3a)
covered with smaller islands (ca. 6 nm, Supplementary Fig. 13 and
Supplementary Note 1). At these conditions, the temporal
smoothening of surface features (Fig. 3b–d, and Supplementary
Movie 2) is attributed to layer spreading. Indeed, there is a
negligible difference in the topography of a continuously imaged
area (dashed box in Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 14) and its
surrounding regions, which suggests that the islands are less gel-
like at higher temperature, potentially due to the faster rate of
crystallization. The image in Fig. 3e shows a bimodal distribution
of surface feature size owing to the presence of large islands
(arrow in Fig. 3e). Supplementary Movie 2 captures the genera-
tion of a large island, which occurs by the deposition of a particle
from solution. These particles appear to be crystalline, suggesting
that their addition to the crystal surface involves (nearly) oriented
attachment, similar to processes reported for iron oxide miner-
als36. Evidence of particle crystallinity is gathered from time-
resolved AFM images that reveal the immediate growth of
deposits with visible facets (Fig. 3f, g and Supplementary
Movie 3). Our findings indicate that the residence time of the
growth solution in the AFM liquid cell (5 h) is sufficient for
nucleation of nanocrystals. Reduced temperature increases the
nucleation time well beyond the average liquid residence time in
the AFM cell (Supplementary Fig. 1), which can explain why
(nearly) oriented attachment is not observed during AFM mea-
surements at 35 °C.

AFM measurements at high temperature and low super-
saturation (S4) reveal a different mode of growth: two-
dimensional (2D) layer nucleation and spreading. This mechan-
ism is common in classical crystallization, but has never been
observed in situ for zeolites. Other groups have inferred this
mode of growth using ex situ microscopy images37,38 of LTA
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surfaces removed from saturated solutions and from in situ
dissolution studies39 in undersaturated media; however, such
approaches are incapable of fully resolving the mechanisms of
layer nucleation and spreading. On the contrary, we report time-
resolved images in Fig. 4 that were taken from Supplementary
Movie 4 showing the dynamics of 2D growth. In these images, the
original hillock is still discernable during growth, though the
terraces are covered with newly generated layers as the steps
advance across the surface (Supplementary Fig. 15). White arrows
in high-resolution images (Fig. 4a, regions a1 to a3) depict steps

that advance across the surface, whereas yellow arrows indicate
the generation of 2D nuclei.

Quantitative analysis of features over multiple crystal surfaces
shows two distinct populations with average heights of 0.5 and
0.9 nm (Fig. 4b). The exact molecular structure of these features
cannot be established from AFM; however, it is interesting to
point out that their heights are comparable to the sizes of double-
four-member ring (d4R) and sodalite (sod) CBUs depicted in
Fig. 4c. Park et al.40 proposed that high-silica LTA crystallization
occurs by the formation of sod cages around lta cages. Other
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groups have placed more emphasis on the role of d4R units in
LTA crystallization20,26,27. Studies of LTA surface terminations
by transmission electron microscopy41 and energy minimization
models42 suggest the possibility of both CBUs as well as other
configurations (e.g., four rings). It remains to be determined from
our AFM data if layer generation occurs by the direct addition of
CBUs or their concerted formation at the crystal interface via the
assembly of molecular species.

The comparison of newly formed nuclei and fully developed
layers reveals that the latter have a much narrower distribution of
step height (Fig. 4b) with an average size of 1.2 nm, equal to the
lta cage (i.e., the length of a unit cell). As supersaturation is
increased at high temperature, we observe a transition to a
roughened interface (Fig. 4, d and e, and Supplementary Movie 5)
that grows by a mode resembling kinetic roughening in classical
theories43,44. The micrograph in Fig. 4d captures two neighboring
hillocks that merge with increased imaging time as a result of in-
plane (or lateral) layer advancement (Fig. 4f). Analysis of out-of-
plane (or normal) growth is challenging due to the changing
baseline. Indeed, the merging of adjacent hillocks gives the false
appearance of decreasing height owing to the reduced interstitial
region separating the hillocks. Evidence for kinetic roughening is
provided in Supplementary Movie 6 where cycles of surface
roughening and smoothening (Supplementary Fig. 16) derive
from the perpetual generation and spreading of layers,
respectively.

Diverse modes of LTA crystallization. Figure 5 depicts various
pathways of LTA crystallization. Monomer-by-monomer addi-
tion is a classical pathway that falls within one of three modes of
growth that depend upon supersaturation (Supplementary Note 2
and Supplementary Fig. 17): spiral, layer-by-layer, and roughened
growth45. Low supersaturation (near equilibrium) is reached at
the end of zeolite synthesis where ex situ AFM images of zeolite
surfaces are comprised of hillocks. Sacco et al.21 previously
showed the presence of spiral dislocations on the upper terrace of
hillocks. Higher supersaturation results in layer-by-layer growth,

which occurs by 2D generation and spreading of layers via the
addition of monomers and/or oligomers. At high supersaturation,
classical theories posit rough growth as a result of low energetic
barriers for nucleation, whereby the solute can bind at all possible
sites, allowing for the rapid formation of nuclei with critical sizes
less than those required for layered growth. This phenomenon,
commonly referred to as kinetic roughening, is observed for LTA
growth at high temperature; however, the roughness observed at
low temperature derives from a new type of surface feature that
has not previously been reported. Notably, the formation of gel-
like islands from molecularly dispersed solute constitutes a
unique mode of growth among the reported cases of nonclassical
crystallization. Measurements of LTA crystallization also reveal
the first direct observation of zeolite growth by the (nearly)
oriented attachment of crystals, which is an established non-
classical pathway in the formation of other types of minerals4.

These findings offer new insight into the complex processes of
sol–gel chemistry that are integral to zeolite formation and that
are potentially applicable to other minerals that crystallize via
similar routes. Elucidating the mechanism(s) of zeolite crystal-
lization is challenging owing to the multitude of species that serve
as putative growth units, as well as the lack of in situ techniques
that are capable of resolving growth processes at sufficient
spatiotemporal resolution. To this end, solvothermal AFM is a
suitable tool for capturing time-resolved events of surface growth.
Beyond identifying the modes of LTA growth, we have used these
observations to establish that the choice of synthesis conditions
governs distinct regimes of zeolite growth, and therefore, can be
integral to rational design. Moreover, our findings reconcile
disparate hypotheses of LTA growth wherein gel-to-crystal
transitions have for many years been assumed to play a key role
in zeolite crystallization. Given that the conditions selected for
this study are similar to a wide range of zeolite framework types,
the pathways of crystal growth for LTA may prove to be
representative of other related materials.

Methods
Chemicals for zeolite synthesis and growth experiments. The following che-
micals were used as reagents: sodium hydroxide (98% pellets, MACRON Fine
Chemicals), sodium aluminate (Al2O3·Na2O or NaAlO2, 54.41% Al2O3, and
41.02% Na2O, Alfa Aesar), Ludox AS-40 (40%, Sigma Aldrich), tetra-
ethylorthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and triethanolamine
(TEA, 100%, J.T. Baker). Deionized (DI) water was prepared using an Aqua
Solutions RODI-C-12A purification system (18.2 MΩ). All reagents were used as
received without further purification.

Synthesis of zeolite substrates for scanning probe microscopy. Cubic crystals
of zeolite LTA were synthesized using a previously reported protocol20. The growth
solution was prepared by mixing the required quantity of all components to yield a
solution with molar composition 1.23 SiO2:1 Al2O3:2.71 Na2O:5.5 TEA:288 H2O.
To obtain a 15-g mixture, 0.28 g of NaOH was added to 11.80 g of DI water and
mixed in a polypropylene (PP) container. Thereafter, 0.43 g of sodium aluminate
was added to this mixture and stirred for 30 min to obtain a clear solution, followed
by the addition of 1.89 g of TEA. To this mixture 0.60 g of TEOS was added. The
solution was then aged at room temperature for 4 h while stirring. The PP con-
tainer was heated in a Thermo-Fisher Precision Premium 3050 Series gravity oven
at 85 °C for 11 days and was quenched to room temperature. The precipitate was
isolated using a 0.45-μm GHP filter (Pall Corporation) and washed multiple times
with DI water.

Preparation of zeolite growth solutions. The growth solution for in situ AFM
experiments was prepared from a 60-g mixture with molar composition 1 SiO2:0.87
Al2O3:11.2 NaOH:190.6 H2O. In a PP container, 5.47 g of NaOH was added to
49.86 g of degassed DI water. Thereafter, 2.44 g of sodium aluminate was added
and the resulting mixture was stirred for 30 min. To this solution, 2.24 g of Ludox
AS-40 was added and the mixture was left aging at room temperature for 24 h
while stirring. The growth solution was heated in a Thermo-Fisher Precision
Premium 3050 Series gravity oven at 65 °C for various times and quenched in an
ice bath. The precipitate was removed after centrifuging the solution at 13,000 rpm
for 45 min in a Beckman Coulter Avanti J-E instrument. The supernatant was
decanted and filtered twice, using a 25-mm syringe filter fitted with a 0.45-μm
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(Fig. 3a–f)
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nylon membrane (VWR International). The resulting clear supernatant was used as
a growth solution for in situ AFM measurements. The solutions (labeled in Fig. 1c)
are referred to as S1, S2, S3, etc., where “S” refers to supernatant and the number
represents the total hours of preheating at 65 °C.

In situ atomic force microscopy. All AFM measurements were performed on an
Asylum Research MFP-3D-SA instrument (Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with a
custom-designed liquid sample cell for imaging under solvothermal conditions. A
detailed description of the liquid cell is provided in a previous publication9. Cubic
LTA crystals prepared as substrates for AFM were firmly placed on a 15-mm
specimen disk (Ted Pella, Inc.) using quickset Loctite epoxy (Henkel Corporation)
that was cured in an oven at 60 °C for 1 h. The sample was then removed from the
oven and cooled to room temperature in air. The sample was rinsed with DI water
to remove loosely bound crystals, and dried under inert Ar gas to remove dust. The
sample was then placed in a closed AFM liquid cell (total volume ≈ 3 ml). AFM
images were collected using a Cr/Au-coated silicon nitride cantilever (Olympus
RC800PB) with a spring constant of 0.82 Nm−1. The LTA crystal substrate was
first scanned in air to locate a desired imaging area. The growth solution was then
introduced into the AFM cell by a syringe and the sample was left to equilibrate
with the solution at room temperature for ca. 30 min. The temperature was then
ramped to a predetermined set point at a rate of 1 °C min−1. Growth solution was
continuously supplied to the liquid cell using a syringe pump (Razel Scientific
Instruments, Model R100-E) at a rate of 0.9 cm3 h−1. Once the sample cell reached
the set point temperature, the liquid flow rate was reduced to 0.6 cm3 h−1, which
equates to an average residence time of 5 h. The sample cell was allowed to
equilibrate for 0.5–1 h before imaging. AFM images were collected in tapping mode
(to minimize tip–substrate contact) at a scan rate of 1.2 Hz and 256 lines per scan.
Select areas were periodically imaged in contact mode when it was necessary to
resolve large surface features.

Chemical force microscopy. CFM has proven to be a useful technique for mea-
suring the unbinding force between AFM tips and sample interfaces34,46. AFM tips
can be functionalized with an array of chemical moieties47,48 or larger macro-
molecules (e.g., DNA or proteins)49–55. The information gleaned from these studies
ranges from thermodynamics of tip–substrate bond breakage56–60 to the dynamics
of unraveling segments of macromolecules54,61. Recently, CFM has been used to
investigate elastic substrates, such as lipids, surfactants, and thin films35,62–66.
These studies have shown that the elastic-like character of substrates can yield
nonlinear approach–retraction curves.

We used the MFP-3D-SA instrument to measure the unbinding force between
an AFM tip and LTA crystal surfaces. All measurements were carried out using a
non-functionalized Cr–Au-coated silicon nitride cantilever (Olympus RC800PB)
with a spring constant of 0.15 Nm−1. The cantilever was calibrated in air to verify
the spring constant using an algorithm provided by the vendor. Growth solution S2
was introduced into the AFM liquid cell and was allowed to equilibrate for 2 h at
room temperature. We first imaged as-synthesized LTA crystal surfaces in contact
mode to locate regions for CFM measurements. Force curves at room temperature
correspond to pristine surfaces (see Supplementary Fig. 9). We selected a tip speed
of 1 μm s−1 and trigger points of 2, 5, and 10 nN. A dwell time of 1 s was used for
all measurements to promote tip–substrate interactions (note that the dwell time
refers to a period when the tip is held in direct contact with the surface after
engaging). We analyzed surface areas of 4 × 4 μm2 to gather more than 250 data
points for statistical analysis. After measuring pristine surfaces, the temperature
was ramped to 35 °C at a rate of 1 °C min−1 while maintaining constant flow of
growth solution at 0.9 cm3 h−1. Once reaching the set point, the flow of growth
solution was reduced to 0.6 cm3 h−1 and the system was equilibrated for 30 min.
LTA crystal substrates were allowed to grow for an additional 4 h. The surface was
imaged to confirm the presence of gel-like islands (i.e., rough surfaces). The
temperature was then ramped down to room temperature and the AFM sample
holder was removed and washed with DI water. The sample was again placed in the
liquid cell with a new cantilever that was calibrated in air. Fresh growth solution
(S2) was introduced into the liquid cell. After 2-h equilibration at room
temperature, CFM measurements were performed as described above (see
Supplementary Fig. 9).

Small-angle X-ray scattering. SAXS measurements were performed to check for
the presence of (alumino)silicate nanoparticle precursors in the supernatant growth
solutions used for in situ AFM studies. Clear growth solutions, prepared using the
aforementioned protocol, were injected into a clean sample holder (1.5-mm quartz
capillary cell). Scattering patterns were collected under vacuum at 25 °C for 30 min
using a Rigaku S-MAX3000 instrument (CuKα radiation λ= 1.54 Å; q=
0.008–0.24 Å−1). Calibrations of the scattering vector q and beam center were
performed on raw data using the SAXS gui software provided by Rigaku and a
reference pattern from a AgBeh standard that was collected for 500 s. A back-
ground (DI water) was subtracted from each sample. Normalized SAXS patterns
were compared to those reported in previous studies of silicalite-1 pre-
cursors12,13,67–69 to check for the presence of nanoparticles in LTA growth
solutions.

Dynamic light scattering. DLS was performed on a Brookhaven Instruments BI-
200SM machine equipped with a TurboCorr Digital Correlator, a red HeNe laser
diode (35 mW and 637 nm), and a decalin vat fitted with a filter to remove dust.
Supernatant solutions (described previously) were used for particle size measure-
ments. At least three measurements were performed per sample using a scattering
angle of 90°. Autocorrelation functions were collected over 2 min and the data were
evaluated using the method of cumulants to extract particle size assuming a
refractive index of pure water and a viscosity that was measured using a calibrated
CUC-25 Cannon Ubbelohde viscometer (9721-K50, kinematic viscosity range 0.4
−2.0 mm2 s−1). In order to perform in situ DLS measurements, clear growth
solutions were transferred to 20-ml disposable scintillation vials that were placed
inside the decalin vat. Measurements were first taken at a temperature of 25 °C,
which was maintained using a Polyscience digital temperature controller. There-
after, the temperature was ramped to 45 °C at the rate of 1 °C min−1. After
reaching the set point temperature, measurements were taken periodically to track
the average particle size. Time-elapsed measurements of growth solutions S1 and
S2 are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Counts were too low for measurements of
S3 and S4 growth solutions (even after 24 h of heating).

Scanning electron microscopy. Scanning electron micrographs were obtained
with a FEI 235 dual-beam (focused ion-beam) system operated at 15 kV and a 5-
mm working distance. All SEM samples were coated with a thin carbon layer (ca.
20 nm) prior to imaging.

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. EDX analysis was performed using a
JEOL JSM 6330 F field-emission SEM operated at 12 kV and 15-mm working
distance.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. XPS spectra were collected from a Physical
Electronics Model 5700 XPS instrument. A monochromatic AlKα X-ray source
(1486.6 eV) was used with the power at 350W. All spectra were obtained once
reaching a vacuum of 5 × 10−9 torr or better.

Powder X-ray diffraction. Powder XRD patterns of as-synthesized zeolite
samples were collected on a Siemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer using a
CuKα source (40 kV, 30 mA). The LTA framework was confirmed using a
reference pattern provided by the International Zeolite Association Structure
Database70.

Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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